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Arches Recycled Plastic
Slatted Trash Receptacle with
Liner and Lid (3 Lids to Choose
From)

MSRP $1,537.00
SALE $1,307.00

Highlights:
Comes with a liner and one of three different
lid types
Lid options include a flat top, ash bonnet, or
rain bonnet lid
Diverse set of color choices to personalize
the unit
Portable design keeps it mobile (mounting
kid sold separately)

Keep your establishment clean and tidy with the fashionable Arches Recycled Plastic Slatted Trash Receptacle with
Liner and Lid (3 Lids to Choose From). This trash bin is an excellent addition to any park, school, sidewalk, or mall. By
default, this waste bin comes as a portable unit which permits the trash receptacle to be placed anywhere. This can
be a benefit when you need to relocate the bin during special events or move it to areas with larger amounts of
activity. Alternatively, you can secure the bin in place with a mounting kit (mounting hardware sold separately). This
receptacle comes with a 32-gallon capacity heavy-duty plastic liner, and with one of three lid types: a standard flat top,
flat top with ash bonnet, or flat top with rain bonnet. The leveled flat top lid is a minimal design with a standard
opening where waste is deposited. The ash bonnet lid has an additional separate collection tray specifically for
depositing smokers' waste; this lid overhangs the primary waste opening and can help reduce the odds of an
accidental fire occurring in the liner. The rain bonnet lid overhangs the primary opening and helps divert liquids to
prevent water accumulation within the liner, making it ideal for areas that experience heavy rainfall. Built with the
environment in mind, the bin is made from recycled 2-inch x 4-inch plastic planks that come in a variety of colors to
match your space. [Read More]
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